
Sawmill 
Ukrainian: tартак (tartak) or лісопилка (lisopylka) 

Russian: лесопилка (lesopilka) 

Polish: tartak 
 

On Jake Unruh’s Leeleva map, depicted to the far west, beyond the RS Highway, 

is a saw mill
1
.  There were saw mills here and there throughout Ukraine and 

Volhynia in the 19
th

 Century.  With its vast forests, Volhynia obviously had 

potential to develop a thriving lumber industry.  However, the lumber industry was 

overall under-developed at this time
2
. 

 

Unruh placed the saw mill toward the edge of the map, west of Komminka and 

Antonovka.  However, due to the stylistic nature of the map, this doesn’t 

necessarily indicate the exact or even approximate location of the mill.  In his book 

The Helpless Poles, Abe J Unruh indicates the difficulty determining locations and 

distances when dealing with the “old-timers” from the old country.  Unruh 

indicates that when indicating the location of a particular village or landmark, the 

“old-timers” would simply point in this or that direction and give an approximate 

distance.  Too much emphasis was never placed on exact location or distance
3
  

(distance in Volhynia at the time was measured in Versts [1 verst = .6629 mile]
4
).  

I feel this is probably the case with many elements on the Leeleva map, and 

certainly the case with the saw mill. 

 

According to Polish military maps charted in the early 20
th

 Century, there was 

indeed a saw mill in the vicinity of Leeleva (Lesna)
5
.  The Polish map indicates a 

Tartak (T; Polish for saw mill) just to the northwest of the village of Zakrenicze 

(today known as Zakrynychne), about 3.5 miles west of Lesna.  According to the 

Polish map, this was the only saw mill in the direct vicinity of Leeleva.  Therefore, 

this may very well have been the mill depicted on the Leeleva map. 

 

Many saw mills and flour mills throughout Russia (and the rest of the world for 

that matter) in the 19
th

 Century were located along rivers; the force of the flowing 

water providing power for the saws.  However, according to the Polish map, no 

powerful waterway flowed near the Zakrenicze saw mill.  It’s entirely possible, 

then, that the Zakrenicze saw mill was powered by steam.   



Steam-powered mills were beginning to be utilized throughout Volynia by the late 

19
th

 Century.  Indeed, documentation does show that steam-powered saw mills 

were in use in nearby Slavuta by the year 1886
6
.   

 

Abe J Unruh indicates that no saw mills existed in the area (before the year 1874)
7
.  

Still, Jake Unruh places the mill on the Leeleva Map; therefore this mill at 

Zakrenicze must have been built between 1874 and 1900 or so. 

 

 

 

 
Saw Mill at Zakrenicze, 1922 

 

 

 

It’s impossible to tell what the saw mill at Zakrenicze could have looked like.  As 

with any large, industrializing nation such as Russia was in the late 19
th

 Century, 

various manufactories or workshops would have taken any number of shapes and 

sizes, based upon the needs and traditions of the community.   

  



This is a photo taken in 1912 of a saw mill located along the Oka River in Russia 

(the Oka River, a tributary of the Volga River, flows south of Moscow). 

 

 

 
Sawmill on the Oka River, 1912
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Continues . . . 

  



These photos were taken at a saw mill in Skole in 1922
9
.  Skole is a Ukrainian 

village located about 160 miles southwest from Ostrog.  Skole today is located in 

Ukraine but in 1922 when these photos were taken, Skole was in Poland (Second 

Polish Republic).  Skole, located in the northern foothills of the Carpathian 

Mountains, is ethnographically Ukrainian, as is Volhynia. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



Lumber needs of Volhynians would have been varied, but our German ancestors 

probably would have produced most of their own lumber, therefore limiting their 

reliance upon a saw mill such as the one at Zakrenicze.   

 

Abe J Unruh relates how Germans cut boards from a tree using a process called 

“brat schneeda”.  A tree would be cut but a stump equivalent to the desired length 

of board would be left standing.  With the aid of a raised platform, boards could 

then be cut from the vertical stump using a two man cross-cut saw.   Many 

Germans used the resources in the forest to make a living.  A father and son team 

might go into the forest early in the week and not return for several days, busying 

themselves by felling trees and sawing logs.  Logs such as these may have been 

sold to a saw mill such as the one at Zakrenicze
10

. 

 

Many Germans apparently became quite skilled felling timber and cutting wood.  

Velma Penner Unruh relates that her father-in-law, born in Karolswalde in 1885, 

was able to hew an entire wagon from a single tree
11

, save for the wheels which 

presumably would have needed to be purchased from a stelmakhi (wheelwright) in 

Komminka or Stölle.   
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